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Abstract

We study the uncertain transition to a carbon-neutral economy and explore multiple

channels of economic and geoscientific uncertainties that impact this transition. Our

perspective on uncertainty is much broader than what is typical in economic analyses,

but salient for problems like climate change. Analysis of our stylized model shows that

technological innovation is the dominant uncertainty channel. For a fictitious prudent

planning problem, the socially efficient policy includes both immediate reductions in

carbon emissions and a substantial investment in R&D. When uncertainty is more of

a concern, investment in R&D becomes all the more important for a notable range

aversions. In contrast, emissions reductions are proportionately much less sensitive to

the uncertainty aversions we explore. We represent the social benefit of R&D and cost

of global warming as expected discounted values of social payoffs using a probability

measure adjusted for concerns about model misspecification.
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1 Introduction

Characterizing the potential long-run risks of climate change has become a focal point for

economic and policy analysis. In this paper we derive social valuations and uncertainty con-

tributions that underlie robustly optimal policy actions in response to the long-run economic

consequences of climate change. An influential literature in macro-asset pricing studies the

potential impact of long-term macroeconomic uncertainty on current-period valuation. See,

for example, Bansal and Yaron (2004) and the subsequent literature. While motivated by

insights from this literature, our contribution differs in two important ways. First, we study

the long-term uncertainty associated with climate change. This leads us to explore spe-

cific structures of this uncertainty from multiple sources as it impacts a production-based

model. Second, we study valuation from a social perspective rather than a market perspec-

tive. These two perspectives differ because of production externalities. We adopt the social

vantage point because climate change induced by human activity is at the forefront of many

policy discussions. The counterpart to market-determined asset prices in our analysis are

(i) the social cost of global warming and (ii) the social value of research and development

of new viable clean technologies. The social perspective that we feature provides a valuable

benchmark for effectiveness of ad hoc policies implemented in market settings.

To design prudent policies that limit climate change requires that we confront multiple

sources of uncertainty, some of which are difficult to gauge with full confidence. As Rising

et al. (2022) have recently argued,

The economic consequences of many of the complex risks associated with cli-

mate change cannot, however, currently be quantified. ... these unquantified,

poorly understood and often deeply uncertain risks can and should be included

in economic evaluations and decision-making processes.

While we do not take up the full challenge posed by uncertainties featured by Rising et al.,

we do propose an approach for confronting “deep uncertainty” that is formally integrated into

policy analysis. We demonstrate the value of such an approach in focusing on uncertainty

in four inputs into prudent climate policy-making:

i) carbon-climate dynamics: mapping from carbon emissions into temperature changes
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ii) economic damage functions: reductions in output because of changes in atmospheric

temperature

iii) technological innovation: future abatement cost reductions for CO2-based energy through

investment in research and development (R&D).

iv) investment productivity: exogenous shifts in the capital evolution that have persistent

consequences.

The first three channels are explicitly linked to climate change and contribute to our analysis

in specific ways. We include the fourth channel to provide a benchmark for comparison. By

design, it captures the familiar “long-run risk” contributions to the macroeconomy in the

absence of climate change.

We push beyond the usual risk-based analyses by taking a broad approach to uncertainty,

consistent with perspectives from multiple fields, including decision and control theory. These

literatures formalize sagacious responses to alternative types of uncertainty, including risk

within a model (unknown outcomes with known probabilities), ambiguity across models

(unknown priors weighting alternative models or parameter configurations), and potential

model misspecification (unknown flaws of fully specified probability models). The last of

these three constructs gives a way to formulate concepts such as “deep uncertainty,” or

“radical uncertainty,” that are present in many policy discussions. While many references

to these concepts exist, as evident from the call in our quote from Rising et al. (2022), little

has been done to address these uncertainties in a formal and quantitative way.

We also borrow and extend insights from asset pricing theory to study two social assets:

(i) the social cost of global warming and (ii) the social value of research and development

capital for developing new green technologies. We think of both of these as assets character-

ized by their implied intertemporal social cash flows. The asset price representations we use

here depend on a “tilted probability” distribution that reflects aversion to model ambiguity

or model misspecification. While much is made of the so-called social cost of carbon (SCC),

quantifying the social value of R&D directed at the discovery of new and economically viable

green technologies has received considerably less attention.1

1But even the social cost of global warming, a central input into the SCC, is altered by our inclusion of
R&D investment in the toolkit of the social planner, modifying some of previous analyses in a substantive
way.
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For the most part, in this paper we consider a discounted dynamic decision problem

under uncertainty for a fictitious social planner. We introduce the problem to construct a

benchmark target for ad hoc policies. There is scope for such policies to be socially productive

because of the failure of the “invisible hand.” Market solutions do not account for the climate

change externality.

Using our fictitious social planner setting, we provide a novel decomposition to assess

which uncertainty components are most consequential for policy related to climate change.

To achieve this, we propose and implement refinements to uncertainty quantification meth-

ods. Our approach is based explicitly on a decision theory perspective. We solve alternative

decision problems with different configurations of uncertainty, each featuring a specific source

of the uncertainty. By varying the hypothetical exposure to the uncertainty, we show which

of the four sources of uncertainty has the biggest impact on the prudent decisions of the

planner. This decomposition has broader applicability to the investigation of uncertainty

implications for prudent policy making.

In addition, to the familiar choice of capital investment, our planner has two other im-

portant decisions to make each period, how much carbon to emit and how much to invest in

R&D. While both investment options have uncertain outcomes, their social payoff implica-

tions are notably different. Specifically, the stochastic evolution of the stock of knowledge has

an uncertain payoff horizon for the social payoff realized by removing the need for dirty en-

ergy in production. As is familiar from economic models of climate change, carbon emissions

are both the flow outcome of an energy input into production, and a durable adverse contrib-

utor to future climate change. In our analysis, the planner is unsure about how extreme the

temperature impact on economic opportunities will be in the future. We purposely explore

an uncertainty trade-off between acting now or waiting for future uncertainty to be resolved

in the future by including an unknown temperature threshold beyond which the planner

will be much more confident about economic consequences of the more extreme increases in

climate change. For simplicity, climate change will be fully reflected in temperature changes.

In our stylized environment the planner will reduce carbon emissions in the short run to

limit damages and to allow for more time for R&D investments to be successful. We find

that R&D is highly sensitive to uncertainty aversion, much more so than emissions reduction.

Over what we argue is an interesting range of uncertainty aversion, R&D investment increases

in response to uncertainty concerns. In a more standard investment problem with multiple
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investment opportunities in capital with differential risk exposures, enhanced uncertainty

concerns lead to a shift in the investment allocation to reduce the overall risk exposure.

In our setup, investments in capital and in R&D have substantially different intertemporal

social payoff consequences, rendering this earlier insight inoperative.2

1.1 Related literature

Several papers engage in uncertainty quantification by imitating approaches taken in the

scientific literature. As a result, these assessments are done from the perspective of a planner

who may unjustifiably ignore the uncertainty. This is in contrast to an external analyst who

acknowledge this uncertainty and explores its ramifications. An important component of

our analysis is to bring at least some of the uncertainty inside the decision problem of the

planner.

Some papers proceed by embracing a narrowly defined construct of risk (unknown out-

comes with known probabilities) targeting the quantification of the social cost of carbon.

See for instance, Cai et al. (2017), Bansal et al. (2019), and Hambel et al. (2021). While we

embrace a more encompassing notion of uncertainty, some of our analysis could be reinter-

preted from a pure risk perspective. For reasons that we will explain, we prefer the broader

uncertainty vantage point. Kelly and Kolstad (1999) explore an explicit Bayesian learn-

ing approach in their stylized study of climate change uncertainty. While they show that

endogenous learning evolves very slowly, they do not explore a policy maker with robust

preferences over model misspecification and its impact. Weitzman (2009) uses a subjective

expected utility approach to the study of damage uncertainty, also abstracting from robust

preferences over model misspecification.

Broader notions of uncertainty have been considered in a few papers within the climate-

economics literature, including Hennlock (2009), Li et al. (2016), Lemoine and Traeger

(2016), Barnett, Brock and Hansen (2020), Rudik (2020), Berger and Marinacci (2020),

Barnett, Brock and Hansen (2022), and Barnett (2023). With the exception of Barnett,

Brock and Hansen (2020), this literature does not explore the implied social valuations from

an asset pricing perspective, nor does it explore simultaneously the four sources of uncer-

2It will be true that for sufficiently extreme uncertainty about R&D investment, it will become very
unattractive. In effect, there is a non-monotonicity in the impact of uncertainty concerns on the R&D
investment.
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tainty that we do here.3 Specifically, we study a novel framework that allows for multiple

multiple channels of uncertainty to impact endogenous policy responses to climate change.

We exploit this setting to provide an enriched policy analysis of green R&D investment and

technological innovation, as well as the spillovers arising from such actions. Moreover, we

use an asset pricing perspective, extended to include broad uncertainty adjustments, to char-

acterized the implied shadow asset values that support the prudent choices of the planner.

Notably, the inclusion of R&D investment in the planner’s policy choice set gives rise to some

salient modifications of the uncertainty contribution to the social price of global warming as

compared with previous analyses.

Previous work has explored the impact of technological innovation on economic and

financial valuations, such as Bloom and Van Reenen (2002) and Kogan et al. (2017, 2020).

Implications connected to climate change have been explored by Acemoglu et al. (2016)

and Jaakkola and van der Ploeg (2019), among others. Our work, however, initiates the

assessment of model uncertainty for the robustly optimal social investment in R&D.

A prominent strand of related literature has also examined investment under uncertainty,

including Lucas Jr and Prescott (1971), Abel (1983), Dixit and Pindyck (1994), with recent

contributions by Bloom et al. (2007), Novy-Marx (2007), and Bolton et al. (2019). The type

of uncertainty considered in these settings is what we classify as risk, rather than concerns

about potential misspecification as in our setting. Nevertheless, we find this earlier research

on investment under uncertainty as a useful motivation for our construction of a benchmark

model specification to which we include climate change considerations.4

1.2 Organization

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Sections 2–5 detail the climate-economic

modeling framework. Specifically, Section 2 describes the underlying economic production

opportunities, abstracting from climate change; Section 3 presents the model of climate dy-

namics; Section 4 shows how these opportunities are reduced by global warming; and Section

5 gives the intertemporal preferences of the hypothetical social planner. Section 6 outlines

3Barnett (2023) explores some standard asset pricing implications with a decentralization that supports
a robustly optimal policy.

4To allow for this modeling richness, we start with a very simple investment specification with adjustment
costs.
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the dynamic decision theory toolkit used for our uncertainty analysis and describes how this

augments the recursive optimization problem for our social planner, as well as a novel ro-

bustness decomposition that is featured in our quantitative investigation. We construct the

composite state vector in Section 7, and we introduce a convenient transformation of this

vector that facilitates both characterization and computation. Section 8 shows how we derive

representations for the social value of the stock of R&D investment and the social cost of

global warming. Quantitative results from an example economy are given in Section 9. Sec-

tion 10 provides model sensitivity analysis across various alternative specifications. Section

11 summarizes our conclusions and briefly comments on the value of new R&D investment.

2 Economic framework

We start by considering a simple production-based model with an AK production technology

subject to adjustment costs. By design, this formulation has close ties to much of the long-

run risk literature with exogenously specified consumption endowments. Prior to introducing

climate change, we include three modifications. First, we consider an adjustment cost version

of an AK model. This allows us to consider a baseline environment with a conventional

investment option. Second, we include an energy input in a way that is mathematically

similar to what is used in “DICE” models as developed by Nordhaus (2017) and others. Our

rationale for this specification is a bit different leading us to different parameter settings.

Third, we allow for a second investment option, which is R&D that could eventually remove

the need for energy input. With regard to the second modification, some suggest that an

economically viable version of nuclear fusion might achieve this aim.5 In particular, our

decision maker (social planner) has two investment opportunities given our two forms of

capital: one is our broad-based notion of a aggregate capital stock, and the other is the stock

of R&D devoted to the discovery of a new green technology. The costs of these investments

by design will be the same, but the payoffs in production will be quite different.

5See Chang (2022) and Stalard (2024) for a recent discussions of progress in the development of an
economically viable nuclear fusion technology.
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2.1 Production and innovation

The economic component of our model has two endogenous state variables: the stock of

productive capital, Kt, and the stock of R&D capital, Rt.

2.1.1 Output

Output is split between consumption and two different types of investment with distinct

intertemporal contributions to production: a conventional capital investment, Ikt , and an

investment in R&D, Irt (the superscripts denote the investment type):

Ct ` Ikt ` Irt “ αKt

´

1 ´ ϕ0pZtq
`

Abt
˘ϕ1

¯

(1)

for ϕ1 ě 2 and 0 ă ϕ0pZtq ď 1, where

Abt
def
“

ˆ

1 ´
Et

βαKt

˙

1tEtăβαKtu, (2)

and 1 is an indicator function that assigns one to the event in the t¨u brackets. The jump

process Z has an evolution which will be described subsequently.

Emissions Et are a proxy for a “dirty” energy input into production.6 When emissions fall

short of the threshold βαKt, there is a corresponding convex adjustment in the output given

by the right-hand side of (1). This technology is, by design, homogeneous of degree one.

For a fixed Kt, the implied production function is flat when emissions exceed the threshold

of βαKt and has a zero left derivative at this point. The function equals 1 ´ ϕ0pZtq when

Et “ 0 and increases up the threshold as a concave function with curvature dictated by the

parameter ϕ1. We feature the case in which ϕ1 “ 3.

Remark 2.1. This type of mathematical formulation has showed up in many climate-

economics papers since the work of Nordhaus. See, for instance, Nordhaus (2017). The

term

ϕ0pZtq
`

Abt
˘ϕ1

is commonly referred to as an abatement cost, perhaps even a cost that is external to the

6While we could include Ab
t as an entry in the control vector, At, this is unnecessary because Ab

t is fully
determined by emissions and capital.
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firm. This, however, is only a “cost” in our specification relative to a technology that does

not require emissions. The right-hand side of relation (1) shows output increasing in Et until
it reaches a threshold βαKt, after which additional emissions are unnecessary as capital is the

constraining factor. Embedding this Et ě βαKt implication in a fixed-proportion technology

for emissions lower than βαKt, corresponds to setting ϕ0pZtq “ 1 and ϕ1 “ 1. By increasing

ϕ1 we increase the production possibilities, as does lowering ϕ0pZtq. In light of this, we view

the right-hand side of (1) as a production relation without reference to an “abatement cost.”

This, of course, is a matter of interpretation, but it also impacts how we think of plausible

calibrations of ϕopZtq.
7 We will have more to say about this subsequently.

We suppose initially that ϕ0pZtq ą 0 and that at some point in the future a fully green

technology becomes economically viable, in which case ϕ0pZtq “ 0 and dirty energy is no

longer needed to produce output. For instance, think of a substantial advance such as nuclear

fusion.8 Investment in R&D makes this discovery more likely. Specifically, the jump to the

clean technology is governed by a Poisson intensity J pRtq “ Rt.

2.1.2 Productive capital evolution

The stock of productive capital, Kt, evolves as

dKt “ Kt

˜

´µk `
Ikt
Kt

´
κ

2

ˆ

Ikt
Kt

˙2
¸

dt ` KtσkdWt,

where σk is a row vector with the same dimension as the underlying Brownian motion. New

investment, Ikt , augments the capital stock, Kt, subject to an adjustment cost captured

by the curvature parameter κ. Capital is broadly conceived to include human capital and

intangible capital.

7See appendix A.3 for a further discussion based on computing first and second derivatives of a proposed
production function.

8See Chang (2022) for a recent discussion of the state of this technology and its promise.
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2.1.3 R&D capital evolution

A process R captures the stock of R&D-induced knowledge capital and evolves as

dRt “ ´ζRtdt ` ψ0 pIrt q
ψ1 pRtq

1´ψ1 dt ` RtσrdWt, (3)

where 0 ă ψ1 ă 1 and Irt is an investment in research and development. While we will

solve a social planner’s problem, this evolution equation potentially includes an externality

associated with R&D. For pedagogical simplicity, we consider the case of a single technology

jump to a fully productive green technology. The parameter ζ captures depreciation in the

stock of knowledge pertinent for future technological progress. The term σrdWt reflects an

exogenous stochastic inflow of information about the future likelihood of a technological

advance.9

3 Climate dynamics

Here we follow the simplified climate dynamics used in Brock and Xepapadeas (2017) and

Barnett, Brock and Hansen (2022). Their approach is based on an approximation from

the geoscience literature used to support model comparisons. Specifically, Matthews et al.

(2009) and others have purposefully constructed an approximation for climate model output:

temperature anomaly pYtq « TCREpθq ˆ cumulative emissions ,

where TCRE is an acronym for the Transient Climate Response to cumulative Emissions.

This simplified formulation abstracts from transitory “weather” fluctuations in temperature.

Instead, emissions today have a long-lasting impact on temperature in the future where

TCRE is a measure of climate sensitivity.

Our specific form

dYt “ Et[θpℓqdt ` ςdWt]

for θpℓq P Θ, where each θpℓq is a TCRE obtained from the set Θ of TCRE’s implied by

9For a recent exploration of the policy implications of R&D for a green breakthrough technology, see
Jaakkola and van der Ploeg (2019).
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alternative climate models. The term ςdWt captures short time scale fluctuations. Figure 1

gives a histogram of the θ’s that we use in our computations, which are constructed using

pulse experiments applied to models of carbon and climate dynamics from the climate sci-

ence literature. Appendix A.1 describes how we constructed this histogram.10 For baseline

probabilities across the alternative climate models, we presume that each model has subjec-

tive probability 1
Ly
, where Ly is the number of climate models we use as inputs. In other

words, we treat each such model as having the same subjective probability. We abstract

from parameter learning since learning about such parameters has been slow.11

Figure 1: Histograms for the exponentially weighted average responses of temperature to an
emissions pulse from 144 different models using a rate δ “ .01.

10As is well known from the climate science literature, the models actually imply an emissions response
that builds from zero to a peak effect in about ten years followed by an approximate flattening at hetero-
geneous values. See Ricke and Caldeira (2014) for a discussion of these findings. Roughly speaking, the
heterogeneous values at which the responses flatten out are equal to the model-specific TCRE’s that we use.
As we argue in Barnett et al. (2022), these transient dynamics have little impact on the model’s implications
for policy. Thus here we adopt this simpler specification to avoid having to include an additional state
variable.

11One could imagine that in the future observations on more extreme temperatures could result in learning
becoming more evident.
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4 Damages to economic opportunities

We assume that capital, output, both investments, and consumption are all diminished

proportionately by Nt. Our damage specification uses a piecewise log quadratic specification

as a function of the temperature anomaly y.We suppose that the derivative of the logarithm

of damages n̂ with respect to the temperature anomaly is

dn̂

dy
“ λ1 ` λ2y y ď ỹ

dn̂

dy
“ λ1 ` λ2 py ´ ỹ ` ȳq ` λ3pznqpy ´ ỹq y ą ỹ

(4)

for zn P t1, 2, ..., Lnu. This equation has an initial condition n̂p0q “ 0. In the stochastic

version of what follows, ỹ will be triggered by a Poisson jump prior to a temperature threshold

ȳ. We specify the intensity so that this jump takes place in the interval [y, ȳ]. We shift the

derivative of damages with respect to temperature to the right as captured by the change

from λ2y to λ2ȳ. We also increase the slope by including a term λ3pznqpy ´ ỹq, where the

coefficient λ3pznq is ex ante uncertain.

In Figure 2 we plot the implied damage functions for thresholds ỹ “ 1.5 and ỹ “ 2. These

two thresholds are often referred to in discussions of the consequences of climate change.

Each of the plots includes a range of λ3pznq’s used in our quantitative policy assessment.

The plotted solutions use the formula in Appendix A.2.12

As we mentioned previously, there has been considerable heterogeneity in the damage

functions used in climate-economic models including a recognition that the curvature is

best viewed as uncertain. One ex ante reasonable approach would be to activate learning

over time of this curvature based on future information.13 While conceptually appealing

(and computationally challenging), we find this stylized approach well suited to capture a

12There are plots for a very similar differential specification in Barnett et al. (2022). Our interpretation
of common equations differs, which changes the solutions being plotted. Their construction results in dis-
continuous damage functions and potential discrete jumps in the damages. Under our construction, the level
of damages does not jump at the time of the Poisson event.

13Rudik (2020) has a comprehensive treatment of learning and robustness to misspecification within the
context of damage function uncertainty. To make this tractable, the unknown damage parameters are learned
from a regression of aggregate output growth, absent damages, onto temperature. This type of exercise may
open the door to a more comprehensive treatment of learning and a more targeted robustness analysis
expressed in terms of prior/posterior ambiguity. Rudik (2020) featured only one of the four uncertainty
channels that we investigate in this paper.
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situation in which learning is slow now but could be much accelerated once damages become

more severe. Since the jump intensity depends on the temperature anomaly, like learning,

this dependence introduces a mechanism by which emissions impact information available

to the decision maker. Importantly, this allows us to explore the trade-off between acting

now versus waiting until more information is available.

Figure 2: Range of possible damage functions for two cases with different jump thresholds.
The solid lines show the average values, and the shaded regions give the range of possible
values for expp´nq, which measures the proportional reduction of the productive capacity of
the economy. The blue line and region show the damage function curvature when the jump
occurs at Yt “ ȳ “ 2.0. The red line and region show the damage function curvature when
the jump occurs at Yt “ y “ 1.5. The black dashed lines indicate the values of Yt for the
upper and lower jump thresholds for the temperature anomalies.

We introduce the pY process to help represent damages, conveniently. This process has a

single jump at a random date τ. Prior to this jump, the process coincides with the tempera-

ture anomaly, Y “ pY .We specify a Poisson intensity Jnpyq for the jump date, τ , so that this

jump happens prior to Ŷt reaching ȳ with probability very near one. At the random date

τ, the pY process jumps up to ȳ, but the temperature anomaly does not jump. Thus the pY
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process post jump ceases to be equal to the temperature anomaly. Instead, pYt “ Yt ´ Yτ ` ȳ

for t ą τ.When pY reaches ȳ because of a jump, the local dynamics for the process N shift as

captured by pYt. See Figure 3 for a plot of the baseline intensity function used in our analysis.

Figure 3: Plot of the intensity function given by Jn “ r1
`

exp
`

r2
2

py ´ yq2
˘

´ 1
˘

1yěy with
r1 “ 1.5 and r2 “ 2.5. The implied probability of a jump at an anomaly of 1.6 is approxi-
mately .02 per annum, increasing to about .08 per annum at an anomaly of 1.7, increasing
further to approximately .18 per annum at an anomaly of 1.8 and then to about one-third
per annum when the anomaly is 1.9.

As a second source of uncertainty, the jump triggers a move to a possibly more concave

region of the damage function rather than a simplistic tipping point with an instantaneous

disaster. This incremental concavity is uncertain ex ante but known to the planner once

the jump takes place. Prior to the jump, we represent each possible value λ3pznq for zn P

t1, 2, ..., Lnu with a baseline initial probability distribution πnpznq.

The implied damage evolution has two branches for the baseline stochastic evolution, one

prior to a jump and another after the jump:

d logNt “

$

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

%

´

λ1 ` λ2 pYt

¯ ”

Et
´

1
Ly

řLy

ℓ“1 θpℓqdt ` ςdWt

¯ı

`
λ2|ς|2pEtq

2

2
dt t ď τ

´

λ1 ` λ2 pYt ` λ3 pznq

´

pYt ´ ȳ
¯¯ ”

Et
´

1
Ly

řLy

ℓ“1 θpℓqdt ` ςdWt

¯ı

`
pλ2`λ3pznqq|ς|2pEtq

2

2
dt t ą τ,
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for zn P t1, 2, . . . , Lnu.

Remark 4.1. As posed, our model is at the global scale. Note that our specification of a

jump is not a “tipping point” discontinuity. Instead the jump triggers a move to a more con-

cave region of the damage function. Existence of global scale tipping points is controversial

within the climate literature. For example, see Brook et al. (2013) and Levitan (2013). We

suspect that lower-order tipping points become a more salient concern for extended versions

of the analysis with regional heterogeneity in the exposure to climate change. We intend our

specification of damages only to be an initial platform for addressing the layers of important

uncertainties in climate damages and prudent society responses. We find this to be more ap-

pealing than the so-called carbon-budgeting approach that imposes a Hotelling-type constraint

on emissions to avoid crossing a temperature threshold.14

5 Social planner preferences

We adopt a recursive representation of preferences in continuous time for the planner. We

start by forming the continuation value for each calendar date as follows:

Vt “

ˆ

δ

ż 8

0

expp´δτq pCt`τ q
1´ρ dτ

˙
1

1´ρ

.

These preferences are dynamically consistent with a recursive representation, as is evident

by raising Vt to the power 1 ´ ρ. In what follows, we use pV “ log V to represent preferences

in an ordinally consistent manner.

The following differential equation gives the local representation:

dpVt
dt

“ ´
δ

1 ´ ρ

˜

ˆ

Ct
Vt

˙1´ρ

´ 1

¸

. (5)

14Setting a carbon budget in terms of cumulative emissions typically abstracts from the inherent uncer-
tainty in how emissions impact temperature. When it’s taken to be a hard constraint, the implied damages
when the constraint binds immediately become very substantial in contrast to damage function specifications
like ours and others engaged in climate-economic research.
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Integrating (5) over a finite-time interval yields

pV0 “
δ

1 ´ ρ

ż t

0

˜

ˆ

Cτ
Vτ

˙1´ρ

´ 1

¸

dτ ` pVt, (6)

which is a backward recursion linking future continuation values to the current one. As a

baseline under risk, we use the counterpart to (5) replacing the time derivative of pV with its

local mean or drift. The conditional expectation counterpart to (6) is

pV0 “
δ

1 ´ ρ
E

«

ż t

0

˜

ˆ

Cτ
Vτ

˙1´ρ

´ 1

¸

dτ | F0

ff

` E
”

pVt | F0

ı

with a local in time representation:

0 “
δ

1 ´ ρ

«

ˆ

Ct
Vt

˙1´ρ

´ 1

ff

` lim
ϵÓ0

1

ϵ

”

E
´

pVt`ϵ | Ft

¯

´ V̂t

ı

.

The ρ “ 1 limiting version of this equation is

δ
´

logCt ´ pVt

¯

` lim
ϵÓ0

1

ϵ

”

E
´

pVt`ϵ | Ft

¯

´ V̂t

ı

.

This specification is consistent with the framework developed by Duffie and Epstein

(1992), and used by many others in the continuous-time asset pricing literature since then,

abstracting for the moment from an uncertainty adjustment. We will feature the case in

which ρ “ 1, although will explore sensitivity to this modeling choice.

6 Confronting uncertainty

We now analyze the contributions to the planner’s Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation

that emerge because of aversion to model misspecification. We pose our hypothetical social

planner’s decision problem in a continuous-time environment. The uncertainty adjustments

for model misspecification concerns lead us to replace a recursive maximization problem

with a two-player formulation where one player maximizes social well-being and the other

adversarial player looks for baseline model or prior misspecifications with the most adverse
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consequences by solving a minimization problem. The uncertainty aversion of the social

planner is reflected in penalties that limit the adversarial choice. In effect, this becomes a

two-player zero sum game posed in continuous time with modifications to the HJB equations

necessary to accommodate the uncertainty concerns. The analysis in this section focuses on

the minimizing player and the implications for terms that enter the HJB equation involving

the evolution of the value function. We temporarily omit the other terms, remembering that

these are also important for deriving the maximizing control law.

To confront potential model misspecification, we follow Anderson et al. (2003) by enter-

taining misspecification linked both to the Brownian contribution and to the jump contribu-

tion. We use a well-studied construct called relative entropy or Kullback–Leibler divergence

scaled by a penalty parameter to quantify misspecification. This divergence is measured as

a non-negative expected log-likelihood ratio that we use to restrain the search over potential

model discrepancies in the uncertainty analysis.

6.1 Brownian motion misspecification

Under a baseline probability specification, W
def
“ tWt : t ě 0u is a multivariate standard

Brownian motion, and F
def
“ tFt : t ě 0u is the corresponding information filtration with Ft

generated information that is realized between dates zero and t. This information includes

the Brownian increments that have been realized up to date t. Initially, we let F be the

Brownian filtration, but we subsequently will augment this filtration to include realizations

of jumps that will influence technology and damages induced by climate change.

As is familiar from derivative claims pricing, positive martingales with expectations equal

to one parameterize changes in probability measures. From Girsanov theory, such martin-

gales can be characterized by their implied drift distortions. In particular, under the mar-

tingale change in the probability measure, process W
def
“ tWt : t ě 0u instead has a drift

H
def
“ tHt : t ě 0u.

Suppose that the state vector process X has a local mean increment µxpXt, Atqdt and

stochastic increment σxpXt, AtqdWt, whereAt is a decision or action taken at time t. Through-

out the essay we let lower-case variables capture potential realizations of random vectors.

The realizations of the state vector, Xt, reside in a state space X . For a value function, pV ,

16



the drift or local mean of pV pXq is given by15

B pV

Bx1
pXtqµxpXt, Atq `

1

2
trace

«

σxpXt, Atq
1 B2

pV

BxBx1
pXtqσxpXt, Atq

ff

. (7)

In this equation, we omit time dependence and think of pV as the value function for an infinite

horizon discounted problem. Formula (7) captures the time increment to risk confronted by

the decision-maker.

The decision-maker entertains possible misspecification uncertainty by replacing formula

(7) with the solution to

Problem 6.1.

min
h

B pV

Bx1
pxq rµxpx, aq ` σxpx, aqhs `

1

2
trace

«

σxpx, aq
1 B2

pV

BxBx1
pxqσxpx, aq

ff

`
ξ

2
h1h

for a penalty parameter ξ.

The minimization captures a form of uncertainty aversion, analogous to risk aversion, since

the minimizing objective will be less than or equal to (7). The penalty parameter ξ restrains

the concern for robustness to model misspecification. The quadratic penalty in h is a local

measure of “relative entropy” or Kulback–Leibler divergence.16 A limiting choice of ξ « 8

implies a minimizing choice of h “ 0 with an implied contribution given by (7). Since the

minimization problem is quadratic in h, the minimizer is

h˚
“ ´

1

ξ
σxpx, aq

1 B
pV

Bx
pxq (8)

with a minimized objective:

B pV

Bx1
pxqµxpx, aq `

1

2
trace

«

σxpx, aq
1 B2

pV

BxBx1
pxqσxpx, aq

ff

´
1

2ξ

B pV

Bx1
pxqσxpx, aqσxpx, aq

1 B
pV

Bx
pxq.

15We use the notation B pV
Bx pxq to denote a column vector of derivatives with respect to the column vector

x and B pV
Bx1 pxq to be the corresponding row vectors of derivatives with respect to the row vector x1.

16For instance, see Anderson et al. (2003) for an elaboration.
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Notice that the minimizing drift, h˚, is potentially state dependent. When σ depends on

the action a, the drift of interest for valuation and interpretation depends on the maximizing

action a expressed as a function of the state. The drift vector, h˚, has larger entries where

the value function is more adversely exposed to the Brownian increments. Smaller values of

ξ result in drift adjustments with larger magnitudes.17

Remark 6.2. As Anderson et al. (2003) emphasize, the negative implied drift distortions

from a planner’s problem are also the local shadow prices for concerns about misspecification.

While they featured the case in which these shadow prices are also pertinent for competitive

financial markets, the same insight carries over to social valuation in the presence of exter-

nalities that induce a wedge between market prices and social counterparts.

6.2 Jump misspecification

Jump components play prominently in our uncertainty analysis. This is due to the inclusion

of model ingredients that capture uncertainty in the magnitude and timing of damages to

economic opportunities induced by climate change, as well as uncertainty in the arrival of a

new, economically viable, green technology.

The jumps depend on endogenously determined intensities that govern the probabili-

ties of the jump realizations. Our specification of these intensities induces a corresponding

endogeneity in the information structure.

We suppose there is a discrete set of jump states Z. Let z denote a realized value in

the set Z. Let J denote a state-dependent jump intensity, and let πpz̃ | x, zq, z P Z give

the jump distribution conditioned on a jump when Xt “ x in discrete state Zt “ z. Recall

that the jump intensity, J , implies an approximate jump probability, ϵJ , over a small time

increment, ϵ. Following a jump, x changes as does the value function. For each choice of z̃,

x jumps to the x̃pz̃q, where z̃ is uncertain prior to the jump. The baseline probabilities are

πpz̃ | x, zq for z P Z, where
ÿ

Z
πpz̃ | x, zq “ 1.

With these jumps, a value function shifts from pV px, zq to rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃]. The jump process

17While this looks obvious from formula (8), it is a bit more subtle because the value function implicitly
depends on ξ.
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contributes the following term to the drift of pV pX,Zq:

J px, zq
ÿ

z̃PZ

”

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

ı

πpz̃ | x, zq, (9)

capturing the jump risk contribution to the decision problem.

To capture potential misspecification, we introduce a non-negative function f where the

altered jump distribution is
fpz̃ | x, zqπpz̃ | x, zq

f̄px, zq
,

and intensity J px, zqf̄px, zq, where

f̄px, zq “
ÿ

z̃PZ
fpz̃ | x, zqπpz̃ | x, zq.

To restrain the exploration of potential misspecification, we introduce a convex cost:

ξJ px, zq
ÿ

z̃PZ
r1 ´ fpz̃ | x, zq ` fpz̃ | x, zq log fpz̃ | x, zqs πpz̃ | x, zq.

The term multiplying ξ is a local (in time) measure of relative entropy or Kullback–Leibler

divergence applicable to jump processes.18

To confront misspecification, we solve

Problem 6.3.

min
fě0

J px, zq
ÿ

z̃PZ

”

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

ı

fpz̃ | x, zqπpz̃ | x, zq

` ξJ px, zq
ÿ

z̃PZ
r1 ´ fpz̃ | x, zq ` fpz̃ | x, zq log fpz̃ | x, zqs πpz̃ | x, zq.

Minimization problem 6.3 has a quasi-analytical solution:

f˚
pz̃ | x, zq “ exp

ˆ

´
1

ξ

´

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

¯

˙

,

18See, for instance, Anderson et al. (2003).
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with a minimized objective:

ξJ px, zq
ÿ

z̃PZ

„

1 ´ exp

ˆ

´
1

ξ

´

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

¯

˙ȷ

πpz̃ | x, zq, (10)

which we use in place of (9).

Remark 6.4. We decompose the entropy contribution into two interpretable pieces. The

first is the contribution from changing the intensity specification:

J px, zq
“

1 ´ f̄px, zq ` f̄px, zq log f̄px, zq
‰

.

The second is the contribution from changing the jump probability contribution:

J px, zqf̄px, zq

«

ÿ

z̃PZ

fpz̃ | x, zq

f̄px, zq

“

log fpz̃ | x, zq ´ log f̄px, zq
‰

πpz̃ | x, zq

ff

. (11)

The expression in the inside [ ¨ ] is the usual static measure of relative entropy of a dis-

crete distribution, where the discrete distribution conditions on x.19 The sum of these two

contributions gives the relative entropy measure that we use.

Remark 6.5. For pedagogical reasons, using the decomposition in Remark 6.4, we solve

subproblem 6.3 by first minimizing over fpz̃ | xq{f̄pxq given f̄pxq and then minimizing over

f̄pxq. We represent the first minimization as follows:

J px, zq f̄px, zq min
fpz̃|x,zq

f̄px,zq

ÿ

z̃PZ

”

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

ı fpz̃ | x, zq

f̄px, zq
πpz̃ | x, zq

` ξ J px, zq f̄px, zq

«

ÿ

z̃PZ

fpz̃ | x, zq

f̄px, zq

“

log fpz̃ | x, zq ´ log f̄px, zq
‰

πpz̃ | x, zq

ff

. (12)

The term J px, zqf̄px, zq is common to both contributions of the objective and hence effectively

scales out of the problem. The result is a static robustness problem featuring the potential

19The jump contribution can be deduced by taking a discrete-time approximation with time interval ϵ
and taking limits 1

ϵ limits as ϵ declines to zero.
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misspecification of the jump probabilities. It has the well-known minimized objective

´J px, zq f̄px, zq ξ log

«

ÿ

z̃PZ
exp

ˆ

´
1

ξ

”

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

ı

˙

πpz̃ | x, zq

ff

.

We then solve

min
f̄

´ J px, zq f̄px, zq ξ log

«

ÿ

z̃PZ
exp

ˆ

´
1

ξ

”

rV [x̃pz̃q, z̃] ´ pV px, zq

ı

˙

πpz̃ | x, zq

ff

` ξ J px, zq
“

1 ´ f̄px, zq ` f̄px, zq log f̄px, zq
‰

.

It is straightforward to verify that the minimized objective is given by (10).

6.3 Misspecification implications for our framework

The resulting impact from aversion to model misspecification to our economic specification is

captured by adjustments to the local evolution of pV . The HJB equations to be solved include

maximization along with the aversion adjustments captured by minimization. Specifically,

when solving our planner’s robust decision problem, we embed subproblems 6.1 and 6.3

inside our coupled HJB equations.

Remark 6.6. As we explain in Appendix A.4, model misspecification aversion is mathe-

matically equivalent to risk aversion in a recursive utility formulation. This insight holds for

discrete-time specifications within the class studied by Kreps and Porteus (1978) and Epstein

and Zin (1989). It also carries over to continuous-time recursive utility.20

Remark 6.7. While we have denoted the continuation value dynamics presuming C is con-

sumption, the actual consumption in our model is C{N since climate change induces pro-

portional reduction in macroeconomic aggregates. We make this adjustment in what follows.

20This mathematical equivalence extends an insight from control theory that establishes a connection
between robust and risk-sensitive control. See Hansen and Sargent (2001), Anderson et al. (2003), Hansen
and Sargent (2001), and Maenhout (2004) for further elaboration. Special cases of this equivalence first
showed up in control theory in the important paper by Jacobson (1973) with many subsequent contributions.
With the exception of Hansen and Sargent (1995), however, these papers did not make connections to the
recursive utility literature.
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6.4 A robustness decomposition

A focal point of our analysis will be the quantitative assessment of alternative sources of

uncertainty. To do so, we start by computing solutions to two benchmark problems used

as bases for comparison. One is a planner’s problem that imposes what Cerreia-Vioglio

et al. (2021) refer to as “misspecification neutrality.” Formally this is achieved by imposing

ξ “ 8. The second imposes a finite ξ entertaining misspecification of all four channels,

i)–iv), described in the introduction, simultaneously. The uncertainty decompositions that

we implement explore intermediate problems with alternative limits on the forms of misspec-

ification.21 For instance, we will activate each of the four uncertainty channels separately

and compare the results with the two benchmarks.22 23

More formally, recall the vector of possible Brownian misspecifications for dXt:

σpXt, AtqHtdt.

To focus the misspecification on a component of the state vector, restrict h so that

Uσpx, aqh “ 0

in subproblem 6.1 , where U selects the components of the state vector that are immune

from misspecification concerns.

For the jump process contribution, isolate the discrete jump state dynamics that are the

targets of robustness. For instance, these could be the discovery of a new green technology

represented as changes in the first coordinate of z, or they could be transitions to a damage

21Recently, Cappelli et al. (2021) have explored the source dependence of uncertainty from an abstract
decision-theoretic perspective, but without reference to misspecification aversion.

22Ricke and Caldeira (2014) implemented a conceptually distinct but similarly motivated approach as
displayed in Figure 3 of their paper. Ricke and Caldeira featured three alternative sources of uncertainty that
contribute to climate change, where uncertainty is equated to model heterogeneity. Whereas they eliminate
the uncertainty from each channel in their decomposition, we close down the aversion to uncertainty within
a decision-making framework. We also focus on different channels, including damages and technological
uncertainty. But we do not look at a more refined decomposition of temperature dynamics as Ricke and
Caldeira (2014) do.

23Our approach in this paper differs from the one used in our previous work Barnett et al. (2020) and
Barnett et al. (2022). There we featured decompositions of the social cost of carbon based on a Feynman–
Kac approach. Moreover, in these earlier papers we did not explore the impact of endogenous R&D as we
do here.
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curve represented by the second state. We capture both of these as restrictions on the

potential distortion functions fp¨ | x, zq in a constrained version of subproblem 6.3 that

includes only the targets of robustness when forming an HJB equation.

By considering alternative specifications on ph, fq in the minimization problem, we obtain

the decompositions of interest. We use the solutions of the resulting HJB equations to

ascertain the relative importance of each of the component misspecifications, seeing which

ones get us closest to the full robust solution relative to the misspecification neutral solution.

Given the use of minimization and the possible lack of separability of the local entropy across

the different states, this uncertainty decomposition is not additive. That is, the sum of the

decrements from the solution under misspecification neutrality will not sum to the reduction

implied under full robustness.

7 Transformed state and control variables

In our computations that follow, we use the transformed state variables:

Xt
def
“

«

X1
t

pNt

ff

where X1
t

def
“

»

—

–

pKt

pRt

pYt

fi

ffi

fl

,

where

pKt
def
“ logKt

pRt
def
“ logRt

pNt
def
“ logNt.

We treat the damage jump and technology jump realizations as implying continuation values

for the post-jump outcomes. These become inputs into HJB equations prior to the jump.

We compute a representation for the continuation values as

pV pXt, Ztq “ pV 1
pX1

t , Ztq ´ pNt ,
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where it is straightforward to verify the additive separability in the logarithm of damages.

This separability simplifies our numerical solutions. We have three controls:
Ikt
Kt
,
Irt
Kt
, and Et.

Consumption is then determined by the output constraint (1). We solve the model using an

iterative scheme whereby we iterate between maximization and minimization controls and a

finite difference solution for the social value function.

There are Ln ` 1 possible transitions. We represent jump probabilistic transitions by

J , which is a composite intensity of a first jump, either a technology jump or a jump

to one of damage curvature states. Post-jump value functions are inputs in the pre-jump

evolution. Thus we solve for these first, consistent with a dynamic programming perspective.

In Appendix A.6 we provide a detailed explanation and diagram of the jump probability

structure, as well as the iterative procedure for solving the coupled PDE system.

8 Social valuation

In this section we characterize the robust social values for the R&D capital stock and for

the social cost of global warming. We generalize the approach suggested by Barnett, Brock

and Hansen (2020), which imports asset pricing methods into problems of social valuation

extended to account for aversion to ambiguity or potential misspecification. Performing

computations under a change in probability measure is well known to be mathematically and

conceptually convenient for pricing derivative claims. In our application the minimization

produces a new probability measure that adjusts for misspecification or ambiguity concerns.

Since we apply this to a social planning problem, this change in measure is pertinent for

social valuation potentially distinct from market valuation. The derivation of this measure

follows directly from the characterizations we described.24 While Barnett, Brock and Hansen

(2020) focused on the uncertainty contribution to the social price of emissions, in this paper

we are also interested in the implications of uncertainty for the social cost of global warming

and the social value of the stock of R&D directed to new and economically viable green

technologies.

24As Hansen and Miao (2022) note, the argument for valuation adjustments induced by smooth ambiguity
is more subtle. Nevertheless, it also has a convenient probabilistic interpretation that builds directly on the
solution to the minimization problem we described.
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8.1 Basic approach

The interpretation of a partial derivative of a value function (scaled by marginal utility) as a

shadow value is familiar from the solution to a continuous-time stochastic control problem.

Investment theory and “Q-theory” give prime examples of this. We add to this by formally

representing the shadow value as a marginal-utility-adjusted expected discounted value of a

local impulse response function. Moreover, we extend this insight to allow for the inclusion

of a minimizing or adversarial agent introduced to address uncertainty concerns.

The solution to our HJB equation can also be viewed as a solution to the so-called

Feynman–Kac (FK) equation expressed in terms of pV and its derivatives, with the solutions

to the max and min problems substituted in. Solutions to FK equations are typically dis-

counted expected values corresponding to the continuation value, represented as a function

of the Markov state, pV . Using this as a starting point, we construct an equation for a partial

derivative of pV with respect to the state variable of interest, say, the ith component with

realization, xi given by the ith entry of x:

pFxi
def
“

B pV

Bxi
.

Extending a very specialized discussion in Barnett et al. (2020), in a future draft we

will provide a more formal justification for the representation of the partial derivatives of

a value function in terms of a forward-looking asset-pricing formula and stochastic impulse

responses. Let Impit denote the local stochastic impulse response at date t to a marginal

change in the ith component of X0. Consider an asset pricing formula with the following

ingredients:

i) the expectation looking forward uses the stochastic evolution implied by the (penalized)

worst-case stochastic dynamics;

ii) the discounted stochastic social cash flow has the following three components:

(a) an impulse response process measuring marginal-utility scaled response of damaged

consumption to a marginal change in the initial state variable of interest

δ

„

1

Ct

Bc

Bx1
pXtq ´ punq

1

ȷ

Impit,
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where c is the implied control law for consumption and un is a coordinate vector

constructed so that un ¨ X “ pN.

(b) an impulse response measuring the marginal impact of the future jump intensities

on the continuation values difference when the jumps happen:

ÿ

z̃PZ

´

rV [x̃pzq, z] ´ pV pXt, Ztq
¯

πpz | Xt, Ztq
BJ
Bx1

pXt, ZtqImp
i
t

(c) an impulse response measuring the marginal impact of the future jump intensities

on the conditional relative entropy

ξ
ÿ

zPZ
r1 ´ f˚

pz | Xt, Ztq ` f˚
pz | Xt, Ztq log f

˚
pz | Xt, Ztqsπpz | Xt, Ztq

ˆ
BJ
Bx1

pXt, ZtqImp
i
t,

where we specialized to the case in which ρ “ 1.25

Contribution (iia) is the product of the marginal utility of (damaged) consumption times

the marginal impulse response of this consumption at date t to a marginal change in the ith

coordinate of the state vector at date zero. Contribution (iib) measures the future marginal

changes in jump intensities weighted by the a measure of the consequences to the planner

of the jumps. This term is positive for a technology discovery, but it could be negative for

jumps that reveal damage curvatures. Finally, contribution (iic) is special to misspecification

considerations with endogenous jump intensities. By reducing the intensity, the planner

limits vulnerability to jump misspecification.

Taken together, these contributions give rise to the expected discounted response repre-

sentation
pFxipxq “ rE

„
ż 8

0

expp´δtq
`

MCi
t ` MEi

t

˘

dt | X0 “ x

ȷ

,

where ˜̈ expectations are the ones implied by minimizing solution to the planner’s problem.

25There is an analogous formula when ρ ‰ 1, which is more tedious to express.
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8.2 Investment alternatives

The social planner has two investment opportunities in our model: investment in new capital

and investment in R&D. We investigate the first-order conditions prior to the realization of

either technology or damage jump. In both cases we see the role of the shadow value of the

corresponding asset stock.

The first-order conditions for investment in new capital are

B pV

Bk̂
pXt, Ztq

ˆ

1 ´ κ
Ikt
Kt

˙

´ δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ´1Kt exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯

“ 0,

where we replace Ct with
Ct

Nt
in the preference specification. Thus we obtain the formula for

investment:

Ikt
Kt

“
1

κ

»

–1 ´

δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯

Nt pKtq
´1 B pV

Bk̂
pXt, Ztq

fi

fl ,

where the term
Nt pKtq

´1 B pV

Bk̂pXt,Ztq

δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯

is the “Q” from the theory of investment adjusted for damages. In our analysis this is a

social valuation, which may be distinct from a marginal valuation.

The first-order conditions for the socially efficient R&D investment are

B pV

Br̂
pXt, Ztqψ0ψ1

ˆ

Irt
Rt

˙ψ1´1

´ δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ´1 exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯

“ 0.

Thus
ˆ

Irt
Rt

˙1´ψ1

“ ψ0ψ1Rt

»

–

Nt pRtq
´1 B pV

Br̂
pXt, Ztq

δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯

fi

fl .

The term in square brackets is the social value of the knowledge stock of R&D expressed in

units of (damaged) consumption.
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8.3 First-order conditions for emissions

Prior to both jump realizations, the first-order conditions for emissions are26

«

B pV

By
pXt, Ztq ´ λ1 ´ λ2Yt

ff «

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ | Xt, Ztqθpℓq ` ςHt

ff

` Et

«

B2
pV pXt, Ztq

By2
´ λ2

ff

|ς|2

` δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ´1 exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯ ϕ0ϕ1

β

ˆ

Abt
βαKt

˙ϕ1´1

1tEtăβαKtu “ 0.

The implied social cost of carbon is

”

´B pV
By

pXt, Ztq ` λ1 ` λ2Yt

ı ”

1
Ly

řLy

ℓ“1 qpℓ | Xt, Ztqθpℓq ` ςHt

ı

´ Et
”

B2
pV pXt,Ztq

By2
´ λ2

ı

|ς|2

δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯ ,

(13)

and the social benefit is
1

Nt

ϕ0ϕ1

β

ˆ

Abt
βαKt

˙ϕ1´1

1tEtăβαKtu,

where the formulas are evaluated at the socially efficient emissions and the minimizing qp¨ |

Xt, Ztq and Ht, inclusive of the misspecification adjustment. Again we see a central role for

the social valuation of an endogenous state; in this case it is the social cost of global warming

given by

´B pV
By

pXt, Ztq

δ pCtq
´ρ

pNtq
ρ exp

´

pρ ´ 1qpV pXt, Ztq
¯ .

Notice also that social cost of carbon (13) includes an explicit volatility adjustment because

emissions in our model alter the local exposure to Brownian motion risk.

9 Example economy

In this section we explore the implications of our analysis for an example economy. We

focus exclusively on misspecification aversion for three penalty parameter values, ξ “ .15,

ξ “ .075, and a baseline of misspecification neutrality ξ “ 8. We refer to the higher value

26See Appendix A.8 for the HJB equation used to deduce the first-order conditions.
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of ξ as “less aversion” and the lower value as “more aversion.”27 To appreciate the impact

of these settings, we display consequences for distorting probabilities, an approach that

is commonly employed for robust Bayesian methods. After inspecting these distortions, we

explore implications for social valuation and its consequences for R&D emissions, and climate

change. Parameter values that we use for this economy are reported in Appendix A.7.

The calculations convey the following insights from our social planner solution:

• Including endogenous R&D is a particularly important tool for the planner when con-

fronting the economic consequences of climate change.

• The impact of technological uncertainty dominates those of climate and damage uncer-

tainty.

• R&D investment is substantially more sensitive to uncertainty than are reductions in

emissions.

The subsections that follow give graphical characterizations of many of our salient find-

ings.

9.1 Uncertainty-adjusted probability distributions

We consider in turn the implied worst-case probabilities that emerge from our analysis for

the four sources of uncertainty: climate, damages, productivity, and technology. These are

solutions to the minimization problem, evaluated at solutions to the maximization problem.

These are not “best-guess” distributions. Rather they are the “worst-case” distributions

subject to penalization that are a vehicle by which the planner constructs robustly optimal

courses of action. We report results for two specifications of the penalty parameter: ξ “ .075

(more aversion) and ξ “ .15 (less aversion). It is straightforward to run our solution code for

other values of ξ. As we noted previously, these could be reinterpreted as recursive utility

risk aversion parameters, although we prefer the robustness motivation. While it is hard

to interpret directly the magnitudes of ξ, we find it valuable to adopt an approach from

robust Bayesian methods by inspecting worst-case probability specifications isolating what

probability specifications the robust decision rules are optimal with respect to.

27For the corresponding risk aversion parameters in a recursive utility specification of preferences, less
aversion is γ « 7.7, more aversion is γ « 14.3, and neutrality as γ “ 1.
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We begin the Brownian motion risk distortion prior to any Poisson jumps. These are

captured by changes in local mean or drift and impact only three of our four channels. We

abstract from a Brownian contribution to damages. We report these as conditional mean

changes in a multivariate standard normal distribution. The results are reported in Table 1

for each of the three endogenous state variables. The computed “worst-case” drift distortions

are modest, since the Brownian increments are standardized. With a sign change for capital

and the stock of knowledge, these translate into instantaneous uncertainty compensations

for social valuation. The most notable one is for the shock to the capital stock, but with

“more aversion” this is a mean compensation of .12 for a standardized normal shock, and

for “less aversion” this compensation is only .06. The adjustments for the two other shocks

distributions are much smaller and not noteworthy.

Drift distortion for the endogenous state variables
uncertainty capital temperature knowledge stock

more aversion -.122 .027 -.006
less aversion -.063 .008 -.002

Table 1: Conditional mean distortions to Brownian increments for the productive capital,
Kt, the temperature anomaly, Yt, and knowledge capital, Rt. The table reports numbers
both under more aversion pξ “ .075q and less aversion pξ “ .15) to potential model misspec-
ification. The conditional mean shifts are calculated in the initial period.

From Figures 4 and 5 we see that uncertainty aversion distorts the probability distribu-

tions used by the planner for the climate and damage models away from the low values and

toward the higher values of θ and λ3. The effect is much more modest for the climate models

than the damage models and, as expected, is more pronounced as the aversion is increased

(as the penalty parameter, ξ is decreased.)
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(a) Less Aversion (b) More Aversion

Figure 4: Distorted climate model distribution. The left plot shows the undistorted and
distorted distributions with less misspecification aversion. The right plot shows the undis-
torted and distorted distributions with more misspecification aversion. The histograms are
calculated at year 0, with the trajectories leading up to year 0 simulated under the baseline
probabilities and abstracting from the intrinsic randomness. Recall that Brownian motion
misspecification aversion induces a shift in the local mean. The distorted histograms were
constructed by imposing instead ambiguity aversion where the ambiguity penalization was
set to capture the same unfavorable conditional mean distortion as the misspecification aver-
sion. The “no aversion” mean of this distribution is 1.86; with less aversion it is 1.91, and
with more aversion it is 1.94.

(a) Less Aversion (b) More Aversion

Figure 5: Distorted damage model distribution. The plot shows the undistorted and distorted
distributions with less misspecification aversion in the left panel and more misspecification
aversion in the right panel. The histograms are calculated at year 0, with the trajectories
leading up to year 0 simulated under the baseline dynamics abstracting from the intrinsic
randomness.
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Recall that in addition to the Brownian shocks, our model has jump contributions to

both damages and technology. As we show next, the jump uncertainties are much more

prominent in our calculations. Figure 6 shows the probability of a technology or damage jump

occurring during the simulation. The clear effect here is that uncertainty has little impact

on the probability of a damage jump occurring but substantially reduces the probability of

a technology jump occurring used by the uncertainty averse planner in our model. While

the impact on the uncertainty-adjusted damage trajectory relative to baseline, recall that

the uncertainty-adjusted jump distribution is substantially tilted relative to the baseline

distribution.

(a) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison (b) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison

Figure 6: Simulated pathways of the distorted probability of a technology change jump (left
plot) and a damage function jump (right plot) occurring. The plot compares outcomes for
different values of the misspecification aversion parameter ξ. The state variable trajectories
are simulated under the baseline dynamics abstracting from the intrinsic randomness.

9.2 Social valuations

We now focus on the social valuations driving the optimal policy decisions. When reporting

social valuations, we divide the quantities by the marginal utility of (damaged) consumption)

prior to taking logarithms. We perform this scaling so that the units are expressed in terms

of this consumption numeraire.
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(a) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison (b) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison

Figure 7: Simulated pathways of the logarithm of the social valuations from the model.
The left plot shows the trajectory for logarithms of the social values of R&D, and the right
plot shows the trajectory of the logarithms of the social costs of global warming. Both
plots compare outcomes for different values of the misspecification aversion parameter ξ.
The trajectories are constructed from the baseline dynamics abstracting from the intrinsic
randomness. The pathways stop when the temperature anomaly reaches 1.5˝C.

Figure 7 shows the implied trajectories for the social value of R&D and for the social cost

of global warming. From the left panel of Figure 7 we see about a 25% increase in the social

value of R&D for less aversion and an increase in excess of 50% for more aversion relative to

the more usual specification that abstracts from misspecification concerns. The findings tell

a similar story for the social costs of global warming, except that the uncertainty adjustments

are twice as large. The trajectories in both of these figures condition on no jumps in the

technology and the trajectories end prior to any possible damage jump realization.

Table 2 gives the uncertainty decompositions for both the social value of R&D and the

social cost of global warming. For both of these computations, the technological uncertainty

accounts for the bulk of the uncertainty enhancement. For instance, there is only a 6%

reduction in the social value of R & D and a 9% reduction in the social cost of global

warming when only the technology uncertainty channel is activated.28

28The contributions are not constructed to be additive. That is, the fractions need not add up to one,
which is particularly apparent for the social cost of global warming.
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Uncertainty channel ∆ logSV RD ∆ logSCGW
climate uncertainty .31 .45
damage uncertainty .30 .43

productivity uncertainty .33 0.48
technology uncertainty .06 .09

Table 2: Uncertainty decompositions for social valuations for the four different channels
under the“less aversion” model specification. The table entries are the difference between
the logarithms of the values or costs when all four channels are activated minus the logarithms
for each of the different channels. The numbers are for the initial time period.

9.3 Robust actions

This subsection explores implications for robustly optimal actions. Actions and values are

closely tied via first-order conditions, but it remains revealing to show the outcomes for both

R&D and emissions. We explore both zero shock trajectories and five stochastic trajectories

illustrating some of the different realizations of the Poisson events.

9.3.1 Zero-shock trajectories

We first examine the zero-shock trajectories. These simulated pathways impose that the

realizations of the Brownian shock or the Poisson jumps are always zero, but are based on

the model solutions where both shocks can have non-zero realizations. As these pathways

condition on neither Poisson shock occurring, we refer to them as “pre-jump” pathways.

Figure 8 gives the pathways for optimal choice of R&D investment (Panel A) and emis-

sions (Panel B) for different values of uncertainty aversion (neutrality in green, less aversion

in red, more aversion in blue). Panel A shows a substantial increase in R&D investment in

the presence of misspecification aversion. Even with the more modest specification of this

aversion, the investment is almost doubled. Perhaps not surprisingly, technology uncertainty

dominates the other channels, accounting for about 90% of uncertainty increase in the R&D

investment.29 Panel B shows that while emissions are reduced when the fictitious planner

is more concerned about potential model misspecification, the impact is quite muted. The

secular increase in the emission trajectories occurs for two reasons. First, they condition

on the absence of a discovery of a new, economically viable, green technology. Second, our

29In contrast, the other sources by themselves account for somewhere between 33 and 40%.
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production technology requires an energy input.

(a) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison (b) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison

Figure 8: Simulated zero-shock pathways of R&D investment as a fraction of output and
emissions. Panel A compares outcomes of R&D investment for different values of the mis-
specification aversion parameter ξ. Panel B compares outcomes of emissions for different
values of the misspecification aversion parameter ξ. The trajectories are simulated under
the baseline transition dynamics abstracting from the randomness. The pathways stop when
the temperature anomaly reaches 1.5˝C.

The increase in R&D investment as misspecification aversion increases is striking. The

planner reduces the investment-output ratio to offset the increase in R&D. Since R&D invest-

ment is much smaller than investment in the productive stock, the proportional reduction

in the latter investment is much smaller. Since R&D investment uncertainty is of greater

concern to the planner, than is the productive capital uncertainty, this R&D investment

increase might seem surprising. Notice that this is “big project” R&D analogous perhaps

to the Manhattan project or the Apollo program. Moreover, the uncertainty in the R&D

investment is about the timing of a successful outcome or social payoff. In this setting,

more R&D leads to an increased likelihood that the new, clean technology will be discovered

sooner, in contrast to say a standard portfolio allocation problem.

To push this analysis further, we verified numerically that a sufficiently large increase in

the aversion to misspecification uncertainty (a sufficiently small reduction in ξ) reduces the

R&D investment-output to essentially zero with implied worst-case probabilities that make
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a discovery very unlikely for the relevant decision-making horizons of our planner. Thus the

impact of aversion impact is not monotonic. It increases, however, over a range that we find

to be interesting and plausible. Further details and figures are provided in Appendix A.9.

9.3.2 Stochastic trajectories

We now examine five stochastic trajectories illustrating some of the different realizations of

the Poisson events:

1. no jumps for forty years;

2. damage jump at year 28 is accompanying by a low damage curve realization;

3. damage jump at year 36 is accompanied by a high damage curve realization;

4. technology jump to a clean technology at year 26;

5. technology jump to a clean technology at year 20.

These simulated pathways allow for random realizations of the Brownian and Poisson shocks,

and are based on the same model solutions where both shocks can have non-zero realizations

use in the zero-shock trajectories. The reported paths were computed under the preference

specification with less aversion. We refer to these pathways as “stochastic” pathways.

Figure 9 gives the stochastic pathways for optimal choice of R&D investment (Panel A)

and emissions (Panel B) for these different stochastic realizations under the less aversion set-

ting. Panel A illustrates some of the impacts of the Poisson events on the R&D investment

trajectories. Each case begins with substantial R&D investment. When the technology jump

occurs (Paths 4 and 5), R&D investment drops to zero, showing how the planner does not

expect elevated levels of R&D indefinitely. However, when the damage jump occurs first,

R&D investment can either jump down for a good realization of the damage curvature λ3

(Path 2) or jump up for a bad realization of λ3 (Path 3). Otherwise the R&D investment

remains persistent without one of these jumps occurring (Path 1). Panel B shows the dra-

matic impact of the technology discovery on emissions, allowing for emissions to drop to

zero along trajectories with technological innovation shocks (Paths 4 and 5), including one

that happens in year twenty (Path 5). In addition, when a damage jump occurs before the

technology jump, the path of emissions can shift down for a bad realization of λ3 (Path 3), or
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possibly stay the same or even increase for a relatively good λ3 realization (Path 2). Again

without a jump (Path 1), the emissions pathway is persistent.

(a) Stochastic Simulation Pathways: Irt (b) Stochastic Simulation Pathways: Et

(c) Stochastic Simulation Pathways: Ŷt

Figure 9: Simulated stochastic pathways for emissions and R&D investment as a fraction
of output, emissions, and temperature. Panel A shows pathways of R&D investment for
the five illustrative stochastic scenarios. Panel B shows pathways of emissions for the five
illustrative stochastic scenarios. Panel C shows corresponding pathways of temperature for
the five illustrative stochastic scenarios temperature. The trajectories are simulated under
the baseline transition dynamics with less uncertainty aversion.

We conclude this subsection by looking at the consequences for temperature along the
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illustrative stochastic trajectories as reported in Figure 9. Notice that in the next forty years

only one of the trajectories (Path 2, good λ3 realization) approaches a two degree anomaly

for a prudent social planner with modest misspecification aversion. The scenarios with

technology jumps (Paths 4 and 5) halt temperature increase at 1.5˝C and 1.8˝C, respectively,

whereas the case with a bad λ3 realization (Path 3) and no jumps (Path 1) have increasing

temperature anomalies that stay below two degrees. This highlights that relatively cautious,

though increasing, emissions pathways are chosen to try to avoid the most severe climate

change consequences.

10 Model Sensitivity

In preceding sections we have featured the sensitivity of social valuation and policy out-

comes to changes in the aversion to misspecification, aversion that is reflected in implied

uncertainty-adjusted probability distributions. We now explore two alternative sets of model

sensitivities. In Section 10.1, we briefly discuss sensitivity to changing the abatement tech-

nology parameter choice (ϕ0). In Section 10.2, we briefly discuss sensitivity to changing

the subjective rate of discount (δ) and changing the intertemporal elasticity of substitution

(IES) (ρ). Further details for Section 10.2 are provided in Appendices A.10 - A.11.

10.1 Abatement technology sensitivity

One of important parameters choices in our framework is the choice of abatement technology

parameter ϕ0. In the table and remark that follow, we elaborate on how changing the value

of ϕ0 impacts our model results across different cases of model uncertainty aversion.

R&D-output ratio emissions
Uncertainty aversion ϕ0 “ .5 ϕ0 “ .1 ϕ0 “ .5 ϕ0 “ .1

More Aversion 3.52% 1.20% 8.44 6.75
Less Aversion 1.85% 0.94% 8.86 7.43
Neutrality 0.97% 0.44% 9.14 8.18

Table 3: Initial robust actions for two alternative initial specifications of ϕo.
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Remark 10.1. As we noted in Remark 2.1, the presentation of environmental economics

models of climate change often make reference to an “abatement technology.” We instead

start with a production function that includes a specific role for fossil fuels as an input. There

is a loss in output when this input is reduced, which could be labeled as abatement. In the

extreme case in which Et “ 0, the fraction of output remaining is 1 ´ ϕ0pZtq. Previous work

by Nordhaus and others assumes ϕ0 ď .1 net of technological progress. In our example, ϕ0

is initially .5, which implies a substantially larger measure of the production cost of decar-

bonization than other literature, albeit one that we find to be more substantively relevant.

The results are indeed sensitive to this aspect of our example specification.

Since the output loss induced by a reduction in emissions would be substantially lower

when ϕ0 is initialized at .1 instead of .5, this change leads to i) substantially less R&D as

a fraction of output and ii) a more modest but notable proportional reduction in emissions.

We illustrate this in Table 3.

10.2 Preference sensitivity

The prior environmental economics literature has explored sensitivity of the SCC to changes

in the “discount rate.” Often these analyses feature the implied discount rate used in com-

puting present values abstracting from stochastic discounting. In our setting with misspeci-

fication, stochastic discounting is a central ingredient in valuation, as is expected from our

understanding of asset pricing. In particular, we have featured how uncertainty aversion

preferences impact an endogenously determined change in the probability measure that is

pertinent for valuation. Increasing δ from .01 to .015, we see drops in the valuations by

about 30%, confirming a sensitivity often noted in the environmental economics literature.

We also consider two alternative specifications of the IES: ρ “ 2{3 and ρ “ 3{2. Much of

the asset pricing literature has studied the consequences of changing the IES on asset valu-

ation within the setting of an endowment economy. Our economy is a production economy,

however, and changing the IES has a big impact on production outcomes. As expected from

growth models, the investment in both types of capital relative to output are higher when

the elasticity is greater (ρ is smaller). R&D investment is more than doubled initially when

we increase the IES to 3/2, with just the opposite effect when we decrease the IES to 2/3.

The valuations of the corresponding capital stocks move in the opposite way, as expected.
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The implied emissions trajectories for the two alternative specifications of the IES show

some modest differences at the outset and marked differences in the slope of the trajectories,

with lower values for the case of ρ “ 2{3 as compared to the case of ρ “ 3{2. The growth

sensitivities in emissions prior to any jumps are consistent with the investment differences,

since higher investment helps support more initial growth in output.30

11 Conclusions

Our findings emphasize the potential importance of including endogenous R&D investment

into quantitative assessments of socially prudent courses of action along with current and

near-term future carbon reductions. Our calculations expose the limitations of commonly

proposed policy solutions that entail a gradual decrease of emissions to a net zero target.

Further research is needed to explore robustness of such gradualist approaches to confronting

the threat of climate change. In addition, R&D provides our fictitious social planner with a

second investment opportunity. More uncertainty in the payoff to this investment can result

in an increase in the R&D investment relative to output needed to accelerate the possible

discovery of a new economically viable green technology. This provides a substantively

important example when more aversion to potential model misspecification leads to bolder

actions on the part of the decision maker.

We end by giving our opinionated and speculative discussions of more pragmatic policy

challenges. A common objection to taking strong immediate action on climate change by

skeptics who accept the climate science behind global warming is that the costs of using

inefficient government to confront the problem undermine attractiveness of public as opposed

to market solutions. A blunt way of putting this objection is, “This problem won’t be

solved by government throwing money at it.” While there are good reasons to be skeptical

about political processes undermining the attractiveness of collective action, our robustness

calculations suggest the uncertainties broadly conceived may be large enough to push for

30When discussing our paper, Eric Renault reminded us that there can be seemingly counterintuitive
interactions between the IES and the risk aversion in recursive utility models, noting that the latter is not
a “pure” risk aversion parameter. Indeed in dynamic stochastic settings, the intertemporal composition of
risk comes into play when exploring the preference implications. See Cai and Lontzek (2019) and Hambel
et al. (2021) for related discussions when exploring the SCC. The changing implications for consumption
and investment induced by changes in the IES make the risk aversion comparisons all the more tricky.
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efforts to overcome political distortions and embark on investment directed to the discovery

of economically viable clean alternatives. What is missing in our analysis is a more serious

probe into the political economy of large-scale public investment projects. Nevertheless, our

formulation and robustness analysis features the potential for stimulating R&D investment

in truly new technologies rather than subsidies that create inefficiencies and special interest

rent seeking.
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A Appendix

Below we provide the details and derivations for various results in the main text. As in the

main text, throughout the appendix we let lower-case variables capture potential realizations

of random vectors. Additional plots and figures can be found in our online notebook:

https://climatesocialpolicy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html.

A.1 Climate model uncertainty

We construct 144 different TCRE’s by using 100 GtC pulse experiment results of Joos

et al. (2013) tracing out the resulting carbon in the atmosphere for 9 different models. We

then use these as inputs into 16 model approximations for temperature responses using the

approximation in Geoffroy et al. (2013) to build the collection of θℓ’s used in our analysis.

A.2 Damage function

The solution to the differential equation (4) is

n̂pyq “

#

λ1y ` λ2
2
y2 y ď ỹ

λ1y ` λ2
2

pȳ ` y ´ ỹq2 `
λ3pznq

2
py ´ ỹq2 ´ λ2

2
pȳq2 ` λ2

2
ỹ2 ỹ ă y,

or equivalently

n̂pyq “

#

λ1y ` λ2
2
y2 y ď ỹ

λ1y ` λ2ȳpy ´ ỹq `
λ2`λ3pznq

2
py ´ ỹq2 ` λ2

2
ỹ2 ỹ ă y.

A.3 Production function verification

We verify that the first derivatives are positive and that the second-derivative matrix is

negative semi-definite when we interpret

αk
´

1 ´ ϕ0pzq pιqϕ1
¯

for

ι “

ˆ

1 ´
e

βαk

˙

1t0ďeďβαku
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as a production function.31 Notice that the candidate production function is homogeneous

of degree one in pe, kq.

First, we consider the partial derivatives with respect to e:

B

Be
output “ αk ϕ0pzqϕ1 pιqϕ1´1 1

βαk

“
ϕ0pzqϕ1

β
pιqϕ1´1

ą 0

B2

Be2
output “ ´

ϕ0pzqϕ1pϕ1 ´ 1q

β2αk
pιqϕ1´2

ă 0.

If ϕ1 ą 2, both derivatives are zero at e “ βαk. This remains true for e ą βαk.

Next we consider derivatives with respect to k:

B

Bk
output “ α

´

1 ´ ϕ0pzq pιqϕ1
¯

´ ϕ1ϕ0pzqαk pιqϕ1´1

ˆ

e

βαk2

˙

“ α
´

1 ´ ϕ0pzq pιqϕ1
¯

´ ϕ1ϕ0pzq pιqϕ1´1

ˆ

e

βk

˙

B2

Bk2
output “ ´

ϕ0pzqϕ1pϕ1 ´ 1q

β2αk
pιqϕ1´2

´ e

k

¯2

ă 0.

The first derivative is αp1 ´ ϕ0q ě 0 when k Ñ 8 and α ą 0 when βαk ď e. Given the

negative second derivative, the first derivative remains positive for k ą 0.

The simple relationship between the second derivatives with respect to e and k is to be

anticipated, since the first derivatives are homogeneous of degree zero. Consistent with this

relationship, the cross partial is

B2

BeBk
output “

ϕ0pzqϕ1pϕ1 ´ 1q

β2αk
pιqϕ1´2

´ e

k

¯

.

31For notational simplicity, we drop the dependence of ϕ0 on z.
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The negative semi-definite Hessian matrix follows since

”

r1 r2

ı

«

B2

Be2
output B2

BeBk
output

B2

BeBk
output B2

Bk2
output

ff «

r1

r2

ff

“
B2

Be2
output

”

r1 r2

ı

«

1 ´ e
k

´ e
k

`

e
k

˘2

ff «

r1

r2

ff

“
B2

Be2
output

´

r1 ´ r2
e

k

¯2

ď 0.

A.4 Relation to Kreps-Porteus recursive utility

While we motivated the adjustment to an HJB equation in terms of robustness, it may also

be viewed as a risk adjustment in conjunction with recursive utility. Consider the local

counterpart or small ϵ counterpart to the risk adjustment:

1

ϵ

ˆ

1

1 ´ γ
logE

”

exp
´

p1 ´ γqpV pXt`ϵq

¯

| Ft

ı

´ pV pXtq

˙

“
1

ϵp1 ´ γq
logE

”

exp
´

p1 ´ γq

´

pV pXt`ϵq ´ pV pXtq

¯¯

| Ft

ı

. (14)

This exponential risk adjustment of the continuation value induces a local log-normal type

of adjustment given by

p1 ´ γq
B pV pxq

Bx1
σpx, aqσpx, aq

1 B
pV pxq

Bx
,

where the term multiplying 1 ´ γ is the local variance of the continuation value process
pV pXq. Setting γ ´ 1 “ 1

ξ
gives a mathematical equivalence between robustness and risk

considerations, although the rationale for the two adjustments is very different. This insight

carries over to specifications with jumps. The resulting equivalence is a direct extension of

a well-known result from risk-sensitive control theory.

A.5 Incorporating ambiguity aversion

Imagine there are alternative models of different components of the dynamics. We follow

Hansen and Miao (2018) by supposing that the drift µpx, z, a | θq depends on an unknown

parameter θ residing in a set Θ. The parameter, θ, could index one of a discrete set of

alternative models or depict a unknown parameter vector. The decision-maker has a baseline
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probability dPtpθq for each time instant, t, and makes an adjustment for ambiguity by solving

Problem A.1.

min
q,

ş

Θ qpθqdPtpθq“1

B pV

Bx1
px, zq

ż

Θ

µxpx, z, a | θqqpθqdPtpθq

` χ

ż

Θ

qpθq log qpθqdPtpθq,

where χ is a penalty parameter.

This problem is known to have a solution that entails exponential tilting as a function of the

drift of the value function for alternative values of θ:

q˚
t pθ̃q “

exp
´

´ 1
χ

B pV
Bx1 px, zqµxpx, z, a | θ̃q

¯

ş

Θ
exp

´

´ 1
χ

B pV
Bx1 px, zqµx px, z, a | θq

¯

dPtpθq

.

The minimized objective is

´χ log

ż

Θ

exp

˜

´
1

χ

B pV

Bx1
px, zqµxpx, z, a | θq

¸

dPtpθq.

Notice that this formulation implies an exponential adjustment for model ambiguity

concerns.32 We allow the baseline probability to be time dependent to allow for recursive

learning, although we will abstract from this learning in our application.

Problem A.1 and Problem 6.3 show a notable similarity. The smooth ambiguity model

applies to Brownian uncertainty, and the objective of interest is the local evolution of the

value function. In the case of jump uncertainty, this is replaced by the intensity times the

difference between the post-jump and pre-jump value functions. The counterpart to χ for

the smooth ambiguity adjustment is the intensity times ξ. The relative density q in Problem

A.1 plays a role analogous to f{f̄ in Problem 6.3 when deducing the worst-case distribution.

With this mapping, the two robustness adjustments are mathematically equivalent. As we

noted, however, the required specification of the intensity introduces an additional source of

potential misspecification for the case of jump uncertainty.

32As noted by Hansen and Miao (2018), this exponential adjustment can equivalently be viewed as a
continuous-time version of a smooth ambiguity adjustment.
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A.6 Transformed state and control variables

. . .

. . .

damage jump

technology jump

initial state

both jumps

(0, 0)

(1, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, Ln)

(1, 1) (1, 2) (1, Ln)

Figure 1: Structure of jump states

1

Figure 10: Evolution of the jump states. This figure illustrates the dynamic structure of
jump states starting from an initial state of all zeros prior to any jump realizations and
ending with two jumps being realized. There are two paths to any given endpoint.

We represent the jump states in Z as the ordered pair pzg, znq. The first component, zg, a

technology jump state, is equal to zero or one, where zero is the technology state prior to

a new discovery and one is the state after the discovery. The second component, zn, is in

the set t0, 1, ..., Lnu, where the zero is prior to a damage jump and the other Ln realizations

depict one of the Ln possible damage curves. Thus there are 2Ln ` 2 possible pairs. The

structure and evolution of these states are illustrated in Figure 10.

We start with the transitions from the jump state z “ p0, 0q. There are Ln ` 1 possible
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transitions. We represent jump probabilistic transitions as

J [x, p0, 0q] “ Jgprq ` Jnpyq

π[p1, 0q | x, p0, 0q] “
Jgprq

Jgprq ` Jnpyq

π[p0, znq | x, p0, 0q] “
Jnpyq

Jgprq ` Jnpyq
πnpznq, zn “ 1, 2, . . . , Ln

x̃[p1, 0q] “ x

x̃[p0, znq] “ x̄, zn “ 1, 2, . . . , Ln

,

where x̄ replaces y by ȳ and leaves the remainder of the entries in x the same and where

Ln
ÿ

zn“1

πnpznq “ 1.

Notice that J is a composite intensity of a first jump, either a technology jump or a jump to

one of damage curvature states. Since the first jump could be one of two types, we include

the respective probabilities given by the intensity fractions

Jgprq
Jgprq ` Jnpyq

Jnpyq

Jgprq ` Jnpyq
.

The πnpznq’s give the probabilities for the different values of λ3pznq conditioned on the first

jump being a damage jump.

The intensity starting from state z “ p1, 0q is

J [x, p1, 0q] “ Jnpyq

with a jump distribution

πnpznq, zn “ 1, . . . , Ln.

conditioned on a damage jump happening.

The intensity starting from states z “ p0, znq and jumping with probability one to state
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z “ p1, znq is

J [x, p1, znq] “ Jgprq

for zn “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨Ln.

Post-jump value functions are inputs in the pre-jump evolution. Thus we solve for these

first, consistent with a dynamic programming perspective. Specifically, we proceed as follows.

i) compute the valuation function, pV [¨, p1, znq] for zn “ 1, . . . , Ln conditioned on both

jumps happening;

ii) compute the value function pV [¨, p1, 0q] for the zg “ 1 realized technology jump allowing

for a damage state jump in the future and taking the step i) value functions as input;

iii) compute the value functions, pV [¨, p0, znq] for zn “ 1, . . . , Ln for each realized damage

function allowing for a technology jump in the future and taking the step i) value

function as an input;

iv) compute the value function pV [¨, p0, 0q] prior to any jumps occurring while taking the

value functions from steps ii) and iii) as inputs.

A.7 Parameter values for the example economy

Parameter Value

µk 0.045

κ 7

σk [0, 0.01]

Table 4: Capital dynamics

Parameter Value

ζ 0

ψ0 0.1

ψ1 0.5

σr [0, 0.0078]

Table 5: Knowledge dynamics
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Parameter Value

α 0.12

β̄ 0.12

ϕ0p0q 0.5

ϕ1 3

Table 6: Productivity

Parameter Value

δ .01

ρ 1

ξ t0.075, 0.15u

Table 7: Preferences

The subjective discount rate is set to δ “ 0.01. This value is consistent with the value used

by others in the literature, including Barnett et al. (2020, 2022) and Barrage and Nordhaus

(2023), and it leads to emissions values in our model that are comparable to estimates of

current and future annual global emissions from Figueres et al. (2018). The baseline choice

of the IES is set to ρ “ 1, which is the standard log utility case. For sensitivity analysis of

our model, we examine outcomes for ρ “ 2{3 and ρ “ 3{2, which are similar to the values

considered for sensitivity analysis by Cai and Lontzek (2019) and others in the literature.

The choices of parameters for the productivity and evolution of productive capital follow

from Barnett et al. (2022), who use an undamaged version of the consumption capital model

to calibrate the economic growth rate to a value of 2%, consistent with empirical values from

the BEA and World Bank databases. The resulting values are set to α “ 0.115, κ “ 6.667

and µk “ 0.045. The capital volatility is set to σk “ [0, 0.01], matching annual percent

changes in the time series of GDP from the World Bank database.

Our choices for the emissions component of the production technology (i.e., the abatement

cost parameters following the interpretation of Nordhaus and others) are as follows. We set

ϕ1 “ 3, similar to the estimated parameter values from Cai and Lontzek (2019) and Barrage

and Nordhaus (2023). While the value of ϕ0 is highly uncertain, we choose ϕ0 “ 0.5 as

a reasonable benchmark for the fraction of lost output in order to achieve zero emissions.

We also consider ϕ0 “ 0.1, consistent with Barrage and Nordhaus (2023), for a sensitivity

analysis comparison. The value for the emissions intensity of output β comes from the

implied emissions intensity value for 2020 from Cai and Lontzek (2019).

For the R&D investment parameters, we choose ψ1 “ 0.5 for computational tractability

and set ψ0 “ 0.1 so that our model generates R&D investment values that are in line with

major U.S. R&D investment programs as estimated by Stine (2008) and estimates for R&D
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investment from Bloom et al. (2019). For simplicity, we assume the depreciation of R&D

stock is given by ζ “ 0. The knowledge stock volatility is set to σr “ [0, 0.0078], matching

annual percent changes in the time series of U.S. R&D capital stock from the BLS database.

In our baseline analysis we choose ξ P t0.075, 0.15u. As noted previously, the corre-

sponding risk aversion parameters in a recursive utility specification of preferences implied

by these values would be γ « 7.7 and γ « 14.3, similar to the values considered by Cai and

Lontzek (2019) and others in the literature, and they provide probability distortions that we

view as reasonable based on the outcomes reported in Figures 4–6.

The initial value of capital is set so that our initial GDP matches the 2020 World GDP

value of $85 trillion estimated by the World Bank National Accounts data. With our choice

of α “ 0.115, we end up with K0 “ 739.13. The initial value of knowledge capital is set to

R0 “ 11.2{1120, which converts and scales the value for current US R&D capital stock in

the BLS database to a global value such that the expected arrival time of a breakthrough

green technological change without additional R&D investment is the year 2100. The initial

value of atmospheric temperature anomaly is set to Y0 “ 1.1 degrees Celsius to match recent

estimates from the IPCC AR6.

A.8 HJB Equation for ρ ‰ 1

Below we write out explicitly the HJB equation and quasi-analytical simplification for the

pre-technological change, pre-damage function jump state when ρ ‰ 1. The special case for

ρ “ 1 is entirely similar. Starting from Equation (5),

0 “
δ

1 ´ ρ

˜

ˆ

Ct
Vt

˙1´ρ

´ 1

¸

`
dpVt
dt

(15)
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Equation (1), and noting that V̂ pXt, Ztq “ log V pXt, Ztq, gives rise to the HJB equation:

0 “ max
ik,ir,e

min
h,g,f

δ

1 ´ ρ

¨

˚

˝

¨

˚

˝

αk ´ ik ´ ir ´ αkϕ0pzq

´

1 ´ e
βαk

¯ϕ1

exppV̂ qn

˛

‹

‚

1´ρ

´ 1

˛

‹

‚

`
BV̂

Bk̂

˜

´µk `
ik

k
´
κ

2

ˆ

ik

k

˙2

´
|σk|2

2
` σkh

¸

`
B2V̂

Bk̂ Bk̂1

|σk|2

2

`
BV̂

By

˜

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zqθpℓq ` ςh

¸

e `
B2V̂

By By1

|ς|2

2
e2

`
BV̂

Bn̂

˜

pλ1 ` λ2yq

˜

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zqθpℓq ` ςh

¸

e ` λ2
|ς|2

2
e2

¸

`
B2V̂

Bn̂ Bn̂1

pλ1 ` λ2yq2|ς|2

2
e2

`
BV̂

Br̂

ˆ

´ζ ` ψ0pzqpirqψ1 expp´ψ1r̂q ´
|σr|

2

2
` σrh

˙

`
B2V̂

Br̂ Br̂1

|σr|
2

2

`ξJgprqp1 ´ gpz̃ | x, zq ` gpz̃ | x, zq log gpz̃ | x, zqq ` Jgprqgpz̃ | x, zq

´

Ṽ px̃pz̃q, z̃q ´ V̂
¯

`ξJnpyq
ÿ

z̃PZ
πpz̃|x, zqp1 ´ fpz̃ | x, zq ` fpz̃ | x, zq log fpz̃ | x, zqq

`Jnpyq
ÿ

z̃PZ
πpz̃|x, zqfpz̃ | x, zqpṼ px̃pz̃q, z̃q ´ V̂ q ` ξ

h1h

2
` χ

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zq log qpℓ|x, zq,

where we have allowed for the various types of uncertainty outlined previously.

The solution has a quasi-analytical simplification of the form

V̂ pXt, Ztq “ v̂pX1
t , Ztq ´ N̂ .

After plugging this simplification into our HJB equation and removing common terms,

we are left with the following simplified HJB to solve:
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0 “ max
ik,ir,e

min
h,g,f

δ

1 ´ ρ

¨

˚

˝

¨

˚

˝

αk ´ ik ´ ir ´ αkϕ0pzq

´

1 ´ e
βαk

¯ϕ1

exppv̂q

˛

‹

‚

1´ρ

´ 1

˛

‹

‚

`
Bv̂

Bk̂

˜

´µk `
ik

k
´
κ

2

ˆ

ik

k

˙2

´
|σk|2

2
` σkh

¸

`
B2v̂

Bk̂ Bk̂1

|σk|2

2

`
Bv̂

By

˜

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zqθpℓq ` ςh

¸

e `
B2v̂

By By1

|ς|2

2
e2

´

˜

pλ1 ` λ2yq

˜

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zqθpℓq ` ςh

¸

e ` λ2
|ς|2

2
e2

¸

`
Bv̂

Br̂

ˆ

´ζ ` ψ0pzqpirqψ1 expp´ψ1r̂q ´
|σr|

2

2
` σrh

˙

`
B2v̂

Br̂ Br̂1

|σr|
2

2

`ξJgprqp1 ´ gpz̃ | x, zq ` gpz̃ | x, zq log gpz̃ | x, zqq ` Jgprqgpz̃ | x, zq pṽpx̃pz̃q, z̃q ´ v̂q

`ξJnpyq
ÿ

z̃PZ
πpz̃|x, zqp1 ´ fpz̃ | x, zq ` fpz̃ | x, zq log fpz̃ | x, zqq

`Jnpyq
ÿ

z̃PZ
πpz̃|x, zqfpz̃ | x, zqpṽpx̃pz̃q, z̃q ´ v̂q ` ξ

h1h

2
` χ

1

Ly

Ly
ÿ

ℓ“1

qpℓ|x, zq log qpℓ|x, zq.

This HJB equation characterizes only the pre-technological change, pre-damage function

jump state, but the simplifications used carry through for each of the corresponding post-

jump states needed to solve the full problem. The HJB equations characterizing those jump

states are similar, with adjustments made for the realization of each of the jump processes.

A.9 Non-Monotonic Response to Uncertainty Aversion

From our comparison of outcomes across different levels of uncertainty aversion in Section

9.3.1 we see that R&D investment increases as potential misspecification aversion increases.

Expand our sensitivity analysis to include outcomes for ξ “ 0.025 and ξ “ 0.005, shown in

Figure 11, we see there is a non-monotonic response of R&D investment to sufficiently large

increase in the aversion to misspecification uncertainty. The R&D investment-output drops

down to near zero for ξ “ 0.005, as the implied worst-case probabilities of the social planner

are such that the robustly optimal policy choice is to respond as if a technological innovation
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discovery is very unlikely to be realized for the planner’s relevant decision-making horizon.

(a) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison: Et (b) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison: Ikt

(c) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison: Irt (d) Uncertainty Aversion Comparison: Jgprq

Figure 11: Simulated pathways of emissions (left plot) and capital investment (right plot).
The different colored lines show outcomes for different values of the misspecification aversion
parameter ξ. The trajectories are simulated under the baseline probabilities abstracting from
the intrinsic randomness. The pathways stop when Yt “ 1.5˝C.
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A.10 Increasing the subjective rate of discount

In our baseline analysis, we have kept fixed the subjective rate of discount used by the social

planner by setting δ “ .01. We now show how changes in this subjective discount rate alters

the social value of the R&D stock and the social cost of global warming. In Table 8 we

report computations for both the social value of R&D and the social cost of global warming,

showing drops in the both social valuations. Since the reported numbers are in a logarithmic

scale, we see drops in the valuations by about 30% by increasing δ from .01 to .015, and by

an additional 30% to nearly 40% when increasing δ to .02.

Subjective discount rate logSV RD logSCGW
δ “ .010 6.79 11.61
δ “ .015 6.46 11.33
δ “ .020 6.07 11.01

Table 8: Social values at the initial time period for less aversion to misspecification uncer-
tainty.

A.11 Intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES)

Our numerical results have so far featured the case where the IES, 1
ρ
, is unitary. We now

consider two other specifications of the IES: ρ “ 2{3 and ρ “ 3{2. We show these results in

Table 9. As noted previously in relation to growth models, the investment in both types of

capital relative to output are higher when the elasticity is greater (ρ is smaller). Table 10

shows the (log) social value of the R&D stock and the (log) social cost of global warming

for ρ “ 2{3, ρ “ 1, and ρ “ 3{2. Consistent with expectations noted earlier, the valuations

of the corresponding capital stocks move in the opposite way.

R&D-output ratio Investment-output ratio
Uncertainty aversion ρ “ 2{3 ρ “ 1 ρ “ 3{2 ρ “ 2{3 ρ “ 1 ρ “ 3{2

more aversion 7.6% 3.5% 1.5% 88.7% 74.3% 66.5%
less aversion 4.6% 1.8% 0.8% 92.3% 76.0% 67.3%
neutrality 2.8% 1.0% 0.4% 94.6% 77.0% 67.6%

Table 9: Initial investment to output ratios for different specifications of the IES.
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IES logSV RD logSCGW
ρ “ 2{3 4.89 9.71
ρ “ 1 6.79 11.61
ρ “ 3{2 6.86 11.75

Table 10: Social values at the initial time period for less aversion to misspecification uncer-
tainty.

Figure 12: Simulated pathways of emissions for alternative values of ρ. The left panel shows
outcomes for the case of ρ “ 2{3 and the right panel for ρ “ 3{2. The green, red, and blue
lines show outcomes for different degrees of misspecification aversion. The trajectories are
simulated under the baseline probabilities abstracting from the intrinsic randomness. The
pathways stop when the temperature anomaly reaches 1.5˝C.

Figure 12 gives the implied emissions trajectories for the two alternative specification of

the IES. For emissions, the initial values across ξ values for the case of ρ “ 2{3 are between

8 and 9 GtC, lower than the initial emissions across ξ values for the case of ρ “ 3{2, which

are between 8.75 and 9.25 GtC. Over time, the emissions increase when ρ “ 2{3 to above 12

and 14 GtC, as compared with the range of 10.5 to 12 GtC when ρ “ 3{2. Because higher

investment helps support more initial growth in output, growth sensitivities in emissions

prior to any jumps are consistent with the investment differences reported in Table 9 as

mentioned before.
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